
Business Opportunities in the Logistics and

Infrastructure Industry in Mexico

As Mexico wishes to develop into a logistical
hub for the Americas and offer competition to
US ports and the canal, lots of expertise and
investments are needed. Mexico’s infrastructure
program calls for public and private investments
to tune of US$ 46 billion which not include
investments needed to build a new airport for
Mexico City. One of the main goals of the
program, according to President Enrique Peña
Nieto, is to have four world-class ports in
Mexico. The program emphasizes the need of
promoting rail transport, both freight and
passengers. In addition, the government
announced an investment of nearly US$ 8 billion
in water projects to be executed. The Dutch
sector, with all its knowledge and expertise,
awaits a rapid developing market and concrete
business opportunities.

Logistics and Infrastructure event in The

Hague

On March 27
th
, The Dutch embassy in Mexico is

organizing a logistics and infrastructure event in
The Hague. During an afternoon the embassy,
CEO’s of Dutch companies in Mexico and the
Mexican Ministry of Transport and
Communications (SCT) will present future
development and business opportunities in the
sector. Representatives of Boskalis and ULS, a
successful logistics firm in Queretaro, will
provide insights and practical information on
how to do business in Mexico. A delegation of
SCT will elaborate on the National Investment
Program in Transport, Communications and
Infrastructure as an overview of the
developments during the current presidency.

Other participants

Alongside the embassy and many large
internationally operating organizations, branch
representatives Connekt, Dinalog and NDL will
be present. In addition, the Dutch ministry of
Infrastructure and Environment and the Mexican
Embassy in the Netherlands will be there to
answer your questions.The event will be
followed by a networking opportunity, providing
the possibility to get acquainted with peers with
similar interests in the Mexican market providing
the opportunity for potential collaboration and
exchange of information.

Location and time:

Prinses Beatrixlaan 2 Den Haag

Thursday March 27
th

Start 15:00hrs till 17:00hrs with afterwards a

network opportunity

For more information, please contact:

Embassy of the Netherlands in Mexico

Tel: (+52) 55 11056564

E-mail: mex-ea@minbuza.nl


